Introduction
============

In the early days of sequencing only a small number of bases was evaluated because of the labor-intensive nature of the procedure. Genes were identified to play a role in the pathogenesis of neoplasms in animal models and cell lines. Subsequently, these mutations were analyzed in samples from patients and their impact on prognosis was evaluated. The list of examples is long: e.g. *TP53* was found to be universally mutated across cancers,^[@b1-1041515]^ and *NPM1* is now among the most frequently analyzed genes in acute myeloid leukemia^[@b2-1041515]^ and the mutation defines its own acute myeloid leukemia subtype in the current World Health Organization classification.^[@b3-1041515]^

High-throughput sequencing has changed the landscape. It is now possible to sequence a huge number of genes up to exomes and even whole genomes in a comparably short time at affordable cost. The challenge is no longer the sequencing, but rather the evaluation of the results and the interpretation of their impact on diagnosis, prognosis or therapeutic decisions. This has led to some major changes in the way we view sequencing data. In 2015, the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) and the Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP) recommended changing the terms mutation and polymorphism to "*variant*". Variants are then further subdivided into five categories depending on the likelihood of their association with the disease.^[@b4-1041515]^ The definition was designed for hereditary diseases and therefore addresses germline variants.

The vast majority of genetic events in cancer are somatic.^[@b5-1041515]^ Acquired variants represent potential drug targets or biomarkers. Testing a sample, e.g. of colon cancer, for mutations is frequently performed by comparing variants from a biopsy to those in leukocytes as reference to identify only somatic variants (tumor-normal comparison).^[@b6-1041515],[@b7-1041515]^ The classical tumor-normal workflow is challenging in studies with large or historic cohorts because of additional sequencing costs, or limited availability of reference material. Leukemia represents another challenge, since blood cannot be used as the reference material. In addition, the growing knowledge of genetic complexity and tumor heterogeneity challenges the historic binary variant classifications (mutation, polymorphism) in the somatic field as well ([Figure 1](#f1-1041515){ref-type="fig"}).

![Clinical questions for current variant classifications. The complexity of variant classification challenges the terms "mutation" and "polymorphism", which were clearly associated with clinical relevance in the past. The classification, interpretation and consequences of each variant depend on the context. The identification of somatic changes proves clonality, and somatic aberrations qualify as markers of minimal/measurable residual disease. Other clinical issues are the availability of targeted therapies for mutations and the World Health Organization classification, which genetically defines certain entities. Finally, inherited variants are not only discussed in the context of familial predisposition, but are also relevant if family members are considered as stem cell donors. AlloSCT: allogeneic stem cell transplantation; MRD: minimal/measurable residual disease; WHO: World Health Organization.](1041515.fig1){#f1-1041515}

Today
=====

Ideally, the results of tumor sequencing are compared to those of reference material with an unaltered germline sequence. Clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential has made us familiar with the idea that mutations are acquired as part of the aging process.^[@b8-1041515]^ Blood cells are strongly affected by the continuous accumulation of somatic changes as a consequence of lifelong proliferation,^[@b9-1041515]^ but the phenomenon could apply to all types of reference material.^[@b10-1041515],[@b11-1041515]^ Tissue formed of cells that divide less quickly (e.g. cerebral tissue)^[@b12-1041515]^ would be preferred as a reference; however, this is not a practical approach for routine analysis. Easily accessible sources of reference material are hair follicles, nails, urine, T cells, fibroblast cultures, buccal swabs, saliva, and skin biopsies, but poor DNA yield and the presence of leukemic cell contamination (e.g. DNA from blood in nails) are potential challenges to the use of such material.^[@b13-1041515]--[@b15-1041515]^

In the absence of available reference material, the variant allele frequency (VAF) can be used to distinguish germline from somatic variants. A germline variant is present with a 50% (heterozygous) or 100% (homozygous) VAF. An acquired variant is usually present with a lower VAF, because it is not present in all cells. The caveat is that other factors can also contribute to VAF. Firstly, technical issues (polymerase chain reaction/amplification bias) can contribute to skewed VAF. Secondly, somatic mutations can also occur with a VAF of 50% if the number of malignant cells in the analyzed sample is high. Lastly, genetic features influence the VAF. A deletion of 17p, would cause all germline variants in the deleted locus (foremost *TP53*) to appear with VAF not around 50%. Copy number gains and copy neutral loss of heterozygosity also influence VAF.

Databases are frequently used for variant interpretation. Curated databases for variants meet high quality standards, but contain only a small number of variants.^[@b16-1041515]^ Databases with large numbers of contributors, such as dbSNP, contain more variants. Initially, many variants were classified as benign germline variants if they were listed in the dbSNP.^[@b17-1041515]^ All databases, which allow individual submitters to add data, are error prone. The diversity of the exome was impressively demonstrated by Lek *et al*., who analyzed 60,706 individuals of different ethnicities and found on average one variant for every eight bases of the exome. Data were collected by the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC), which included a col lection of whole exome sequencing data from a broad range of studies. ExAC has recently been extended to genomes (gnomAD).^[@b18-1041515]^ As of today, gnomAD contains data from 141,456 individuals. This allows for a representative overview of the population and ethnic groups. As such, it can be used to exclude frequent variants in the population from candidate disease-associated aberrations. However, it must be kept in mind that the metadata from such a collection includes many blood samples and even individuals with an (undiagnosed) hematologic disease. The V617F mutation in the *JAK2* gene, which is found in the majority of patients with myeloproliferative neoplasms, is also found in 0.04% of individuals in the gnomAD dataset, so variants in gnomAD cannot be classified *per se* as benign.

Considering the difficulties, it can be questioned whether the strict separation of somatic and germline is necessary. There are a number of reasons why they should be distinguished: (i) only somatic changes prove clonal outgrowth in the case of clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential and clonal cytopenia of undetermined significance^[@b8-1041515]^ and they are used for the calculation of tumor mutation burden;^[@b19-1041515]^ (ii) the presence of a genetic aberration is frequently used as a marker for monitoring minimal (measurable) residual disease (MRD).^[@b20-1041515]^ A germline variant would not be eradicated by treatment (with the exception of allogeneic bone marrow transplantation), and is therefore not informative as a MRD marker; (iii) germline variants can predispose to or cause cancer and other diseases. Tarailo-Graovac *et al*. found that 2.8% of individuals from the ExAC database have variants which are implicated in a wide variety of Mendelian disorders.^[@b21-1041515]^ The 2017 World Health Organization classification now also recognizes neoplasms with germline predisposition and mutations in *ETV6*, *RUNX1* and other genes.^[@b3-1041515]^ Knowledge of pathogenic germline variants is of importance for family counseling and to determine whether family members can be considered as stem cell donors. Germline variants are important modulators of a patient's outcome and treatment response. An aberration in the DNA damage repair pathway could increase the risk of therapy-related myeloid neoplasms.^[@b22-1041515]^

An impressive example that the variant itself is of greater importance than its origin is the response to treatment with olaparib. Patients respond if they have either a germline or acquired variant of *BRCA1/2*.^[@b23-1041515]^ It is therefore essential to know whether the mutation is pathogenic or actionable. The definition of pathogenic or actionable is not trivial and is highly context-dependent. For inherited diseases, a pathogenic variant is usually understood as being causal. A clear variant-phenotype relationship has been recognized in a few cases (e.g. cystic fibrosis), but for many other disease types such a relationship is more elusive. The five-tier system for the classification of hereditary variants currently recommended by the ACMG and AMP also recognizes the categories of "likely pathogenic" and "likely benign".^[@b4-1041515]^

Here, we focus on variants in cancer. When translating genetic findings into the clinic, a variant might have a different value depending on the immediate question at hand. Sukhai *et al*. proposed the term "actionable" to describe variants which affect patients' management.^[@b24-1041515]^ The 2017 guidelines for variants in cancer from the AMP, American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), and the College of American Pathologists (CAP) suggest a four-tier system: tier I, strong clinical significance; tier II, potential clinical significance; tier III, unknown clinical significance; and tier IV, a benign or likely benign variant ([Figure 2](#f2-1041515){ref-type="fig"}).^[@b25-1041515]^ The interpretation should be further subdivided into the categories "*diagnostic*", "*prognostic*" and "*predictive*". It is suggested that the four-tier system is applied to each category. The highest level of evidence is given to biomarkers that predict response or resistance to Food and Drug Administration-approved therapies and to variants from professional diagnostic and prognostic guidelines.^[@b25-1041515]^ The *BRAF* V600E mutation is such an example, as its presence allows vemurafenib treatment.^[@b26-1041515]^

![Decision tree for variant classification and clinical-decision making. Sequencing data are used to answer different clinical questions. Here we separate the issue of germline *versus* somatic and biological functions (e.g. pathogenic *vs*. benign). The questions are closely related in everyday life, however the sources and evidence supporting decisions are different (examples are outlined here). The definitions of the clinical significance of the four-tier classification system are from the guidelines by Li *et al*.^[@b25-1041515]^ WES: whole-exome sequencing; WGS: whole-genome sequencing; VAF: variant allele frequency; FDA: Food and Drug Administration; SCT: stem cell transplantation; MRD: minimal/measurable residual disease.](1041515.fig2){#f2-1041515}

At first glance, a tiered system seems to be a well-standardized approach, but each case presents its own challenges. One example would be a patient with cytopenia and an acquired variant in the *TET2* gene. The variant could certainly prove clonality, which is essential for diagnosing clonal cytopenia of undetermined significance. The variant would therefore be tier I or tier II in the diagnostic classification. However, if the same variant is found in an patient with acute myeloid leukemia, for whom the therapeutic procedure remains to be defined, the classification becomes more complicated. Currently, no specific therapy is available for *TET2*-positive malignancies. The variant could therefore end up in tier III if a strict interpretation of the guidelines is used.

Hematologic diseases are closely related and mutations are generally typical, but not exclusive to one disease. For example, the L265P variant in *MYD88* is found in 90% of all patients with Waldenström macroglobulinemia, but is also present, at a lower frequency, in patients with other B-cell neoplasms.^[@b27-1041515]^ Consequently, no variant has the sensitivity or specificity to qualify as "diagnostic" when the rules are applied strictly. For a patient, all three of the categories (*diagnostic*, *prognostic*, *predictive*) are important. The presence of a *MYD88* mutation suggests that ibrutinib therapy is an option.^[@b28-1041515]^ Therefore, L265P would probably be classified as tier I in most interpretations.

Unlike *MYD88* L265P, many genes do not have well-described mutation hotspots. A large variety of variants are observed in genes such as *RUNX1*, *CEBPA* and *DNMT3A*. Databases can be helpful when the variant has been described before. An example is the Catalog of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC),^[@b29-1041515]^ which has collected information on mutations from peer-reviewed journals since 2004.^[@b30-1041515]^ The UMD database contains 6,870 variants for *TP53* alone.^[@b31-1041515]^ COSMIC is manually curated and the UMD-TP53 has developed its own data-driven curation strategy.^[@b32-1041515]^ For genes which are less well understood than *TP53*, databases are less helpful.

Alternatively, algorithms that predict the effect of variants on protein structure could be used. *In silico* analyses are immediately available and can be performed without expert knowledge. Major influencing factors include the type of amino acid exchange and the location of the variant in conserved or functional domains. The dbNSFP database^[@b33-1041515]^ contains pre-calculated values for all possible single nucleotide variants which result in amino-acid or splice-site changes in the human genome from 18 different algorithms. However, the read-out is not necessarily "yes" or "no". Different algorithms almost never come to exactly the same result. Some well-known pathogenic variants are not rated high enough by common algorithms. For example, the W515L mutation in the *MPL* gene is known to be typical in myeloproliferative neoplasms, but is rated as damaging/pathogenic by only seven of the 18 algorithms. Currently, most of the algorithms are trained on single nucleotide variants and cannot be applied to indels. Finally, it should be emphasized that a high pathogenicity score is not always a synonym for causality or actionability.

Tomorrow
========

There is no one-step solution for variant classification. Searching software for genetic variant interpretation on Google gives millions of hits. In a cross-laboratory comparison of variant classification, there was only 34% concordance.^[@b34-1041515]^ The data provided by whole exome sequencing or whole genome sequencing will inevitably make the analysis more complex, since the number of identified variants is many times greater than with panel sequencing. Variants will be found in all the approximately 20,000 human genes, but not all of them will be either relevant or redundantly mutated in a disease. A comparison of two large study sets (TCGA and BeatAML)^[@b35-1041515]^ confirmed that 33 genes are frequently mutated in acute myeloid leukemia, but there was diversity regarding genes with a mutation frequency of 2% or less. Over 2,000 genes were found to be mutated in only one of the datasets or even one patient. Current guidelines, such as those from the AMP,^[@b36-1041515]^ are based on characterized genes. Therefore, Kaur *et al*.^[@b7-1041515]^ argue that panels are preferred for breast cancer.^[@b37-1041515]^ They can achieve deeper coverage, which is synonymous with greater sensitivity. Sensitivity in the 1-3% range is increasingly required because subclones should be detected,^[@b38-1041515]^ or because clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential is already diagnosed if a mutation is found with a VAF of 2%.^[@b39-1041515]^ The sensitivity of whole genome sequencing is currently in the range of 15-20%, but the technique allows simultaneous identification of structural and copy number variations and the cost of sequencing is decreasing.^[@b40-1041515]^

We therefore suggest short-term strategies for current diagnostic use of large-scale datasets and long-term approaches to advance our understanding of the malignant process and therapeutic options.

Overstating the importance of a variant is clearly dangerous, but a report with variants of unknown clinical significance can be difficult to translate into clinical consequences. Here, we outline major aspects for today's usage. First, collaboration between different laboratory branches is needed to compare genetic and other biomarkers and between laboratories and physicians to tailor personalized answers. For example, by integration of different laboratory results, a patient in remission according to morphology, but still with a VAF of 50% could be identified to have a rare and possibly less relevant germline variant. Another example derives from the growing awareness of germline predisposition e.g. with *SAMD9/SAMD9L* mutations in myelodysplastic syndromes.^[@b41-1041515]^ If the family background and reference material are provided, testing can be adjusted. Second, databases are the cornerstones of variant interpretation. An impressive example of the success of combined forces is gnomAD, which is now the worldwide reference for germline variants. Third, in the context of monitoring, serial testing can reveal the outgrowth of a clone with a specific variant and highlight clinical relevance, as demonstrated by retrospective studies.^[@b38-1041515],[@b42-1041515]^ Well-documented information from multiple time points is a resource for variant classification, also for following patients with the same variant, and ideally should be included in databases and classification algorithms in the future. Finally, filtering for known and well-studied changes is always a valid first step. The first whole-genome sequencing studies in hematology demonstrated respectable sensitivity and specificity when filtering for known copy number variations, structural variations and genes.^[@b43-1041515],[@b44-1041515]^

Mutations outside coding regions are difficult to associate with functions. They influence gene expression by altering transcription factor binding, alternative splicing, and certain genomic variants are likely to be causal for the acquisition of chromosomal aberrations.^[@b45-1041515]--[@b47-1041515]^ Furthermore, they can influence pharmacogenetics,^[@b48-1041515]^ and the effect of the same somatic mutation may differ between patients depending on other acquired or inherited genetic factors.

Artificial intelligence is a logical choice to exploit the full potential of the data and leave the binary mutation/polymorphism classification behind. The use of artificial intelligence in clinical oncology, genome interpretation, and especially in variant reporting has gained momentum.^[@b49-1041515],[@b50-1041515]^ Data available from manually classified variants can be used to train deep neural networks.^[@b49-1041515]^ The advantage of this approach is that the algorithm is able to autonomously extract relevant features for classification and identify important combinations not only for genetic information but for all types of biomarker. There is no need for any manually defined set of rules. This is especially useful for variant interpretation because, as described above, it is basically impossible to capture the entire complexity using a simple set of rules. The output of such algorithms could indicate clinically relevant likelihoods. However, in order to aid clinical decision-making, a future report should not just be a list of variants with their individual classifications but rather a personalized summary of all genetic information (including structural and copy number variations) and other biomarkers and their combined meaning.
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